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iioote and Viking Analytics start collaboration to enhance the WebIoT platform with
artificial intelligence using machine learning tool MultiViz
Gothenburg 2019-09-09

iioote AB starts a collaboration with Viking Analytics AB to further strengthen the
range of IoT solutions with the help of artificial intelligence that can predict water
and moisture damage, among other things.
Collaborating with the best suppliers is part of iioote's global strategy to contribute to
Sweden's goal of being the best in the world at using the potential for digitalization.
"During our work with Water and Sewer Utility customers and an insurance company we
wanted to include AI in our platform and have now found the perfect partner who adds a
very important feature in water-related smart IoT solutions. Viking Analytics tool MultiViz
will play an important key role when we jointly create smart customer solutions. The
machine learning contains repeatedly updated data-driven models to generate new
information and be presented in the platform WebIoT. We will use historical sensor data
including real damages that will contribute to more secure detection and reliable
prediction of errors" says Robert Spertina, CEO of iioote.
” Viking Analytics customers are large and small companies, mainly in the manufacturing
industry where many sensors have been installed and have collected data for years. In
complex processes, our analyzes provide customers with new insights. When it comes to
IoT solutions with thousands of sensors where monitoring and analysis cannot be done
without efficient hosting, the iioote platform WebIoT complements our product perfectly.
We have long been looking for the right partner who has experience and offers expertise
in IoT and LPWAN. The collaboration increases our presence in the Nordic region, and
both strengthens and broadens our offering. We are now taking an important step from
smart factories to smart cities with iioote as a partner, "says Stefan Lagerkvist, CEO of
Viking Analytics.
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About iioote AB
iioote work with companies, organizations and municipalities in implementing IoT in their
business, from analysis need and strategy to planning, implementation and system
integration. iioote has expertise in IoT, IT and Telecom, combined with industry-specific
skills from the construction, machinery and automotive industries. iioote integrates
solutions that drive the development of simple and innovative IoT in the community. This
is enabled by radio systems that use low-energy technology, Low Power Wide Area
Networks (LPWAN).
Contact: Robert Spertina, CEO and Head of IoT, phone +46 70 797 67 88, robert.spertina@iioote.com

About Viking Analytics AB
Viking Analytics enables development of smart and reliable IoT applications with high
quality sensor data that has been prepared, processed and labelled by a domain expert.
MultiViz, our unique platform is used by domain experts for converting historical sensor
data and real time sensor data into useful insights. Thanks to this data analytics software,
the companies' journey towards digitalization and Industry 4.0 is tremendously simplified.
Viking Analytics operates in smart factories and smart cities in Sweden and Europe.
Kontakt: Stefan Lagerkvist, VD, tfn 0709 90 12 22, stefan.lagerkvist@vikinganalytics.se
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